RAMSEY TOWN COMMISSIONERS
ELECTION - APRIL, 2012.
NOMINATED CANDIDATES - SOUTH WARD

1. AYRES
   Patrick Stephen Ayres of 5, Brookfield Crescent,
   Ramsey. Self Employed.
   Nomination Paper Subscribed by:
   Proposer - Benjamin Francis Lloyd
   Seconder - Peter Walkom

2. BEATTIE
   Sylvia Patricia Beattie of, 10, Yew Tree Apartments, Walpole Drive,
   Ramsey. Retired.
   Nomination Paper Subscribed by:
   Proposer - Val Evans
   Seconder - Elizabeth Popelier

3. BEVAN
   Huard Steven Bevan of, 43, Greenlands Avenue,
   Ramsey. I. T. Consultant
   Nomination Paper Subscribed by:
   Proposer - Edward Thomas O’Sullivan
   Seconder - Gráinne Dolores Burns

4. HARMER
   Anthony John Harmer of 512, King’s Court,
   Ramsey. Retired School Teacher / Retailer
   Nomination Paper Subscribed by:
   Proposer - Edwina Carlile
   Seconder - Mary Simkiss

5. QUAYLE
   Geoffrey Keith Quayle of “The Oaks”, Lezayre Road,
   Ramsey. Retired Bank Manager
   Nomination Paper Subscribed by:
   Proposer - John Stephen Skillicorn
   Seconder - Barbara Agnes Skillicorn

6. RADCLIFFE
   Richard Radcliffe of 12, Park Road,
   Ramsey. Investment Manager.
   Nomination Paper Subscribed by:
   Proposer - David George Skillicorn
   Seconder - Sarah Margaret Shimmin

7. RAND
   Stephen William Rand of Tides Reach, Queen’s Drive West,
   Ramsey. Retailer.
   Nomination Paper Subscribed by:
   Proposer - John Frederick Strickett
   Seconder - Albert Oldham

Subject to Objections / Withdrawals

RAMSEY TOWN COMMISSIONERS
ELECTION - APRIL, 2012.
NOMINATED CANDIDATES - NORTH WARD

1. **ALLINSON**
   Nomination Paper Subscribed by:
   - Proposer - Nicola Carter
   - Seconder - Robert Arthur Carter

2. **HOOPER**
   Lawrie Lee Hooper of “The Rigs”, Mount Auldyn, Ramsey. Accountant
   Nomination Paper Subscribed by:
   - Proposer – Angela Van Buul
   - Seconder - Jacqui Flint

3. **JONES**
   Graham Stewart Jones of 7, Ormly Grove, Ramsey. Retired Chartered Architect
   Nomination Paper Subscribed by:
   - Proposer - Alan Clague Gelling
   - Seconder - May Shiu Chan

4. **MCDONOUGH**
   John David McDonough of 5, Greenlands View, Ramsey. Civil Servant
   Nomination Paper Subscribed by:
   - Proposer - Russell Perkins
   - Seconder - Clare Louise McDonough

5. **MALPASS**
   Nigel Howard Malpass of 10, Clifton Drive, Ramsey. International Marine Consultant.
   Nomination Paper Subscribed by:
   - Proposer - Gillian Anne Malpass
   - Seconder - June Rae

6. **MAYERS**
   Christopher Mayers of 27, Balleigh Court, Ramsey. Traffic Consultant
   Nomination Paper Subscribed by:
   - Proposer - Maria Storey
   - Seconder - Hilary Davies

7. **YOUNG**
   Wilfred George Young of Young’s Yard, Derby Road, Ramsey. Haulage Contractor.
   Nomination Paper Subscribed by:
   - Proposer - David Henry Corlett
   - Seconder – Margaret Patricia Hughes

**Subject to Objections / Withdrawals.**